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ACCESS-2-HEALTHCARE 

PHOTO COMPETITION

Our photo competition is still open!

Remember, to qualify, 2 elements must be present -

healthcare and medical technology

Your NIKON D3400 with 18-55MM AND 55-200MM

Kit awaits!  Check out our Flickr page for more

details. 

Would You Like to

Join Us?

Market Access Specialist

(Hanoi, Vietnam) 

Project Manager

(Singapore) 

Software QA Engineer - Medtech

(Germany)

Apply Here or Here. 

Due date: 30 Apr 2018

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn Photo Competition e-mail us
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Cherry Blossoms seasons in many countries appears to last just a little while longer, even

in the UK where areas around London in Notting Hill, Kensington were also in full bloom.

Medical Technology news and updates are also coming in full bloom too!

Access-2-healthcare aims to keep everyone up-to-date to the latest medical

technology industry and regulatory news/updates to provide pertinent

information useful to practices within the Medical Device industry

   

   

REGULATORY ROUND-UP
   

The top regulatory news affecting the healthcare sector worldwide

Do you have any questions on upcoming regulations or regulatory

approval needs?

ASK OUR REGULATORY TEAM

   

IN-COUNTRY FOCUS

We dedicate this part of our newsletter to give you a peek in the in-country
happenings or news in parts of the world where we have local presence

   

   

   

President Jowoki during his work visit at Sukabumi: Photo taken from Ministry of Health Republic of Indonesia

website.

   

   

   

   

   

   

Have an in-market question or need a local market study? Click on the

respective country link and check with our team members 

Australia | EU | Indonesia | Malaysia | Philippines | Singapore | Thailand

   

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
   

Medical Technology Industry and innovation news worldwide

A Zipline drone delivers blood package in Southern Rwanda. Photo: CYRIL NDEGEYA/AFP/GETTY IMAGES

   

   

   

JOURNEY TO PRODUCT COMMERCIALISATION
   
   

This section of our Newsletter is dedicated to provide readers with expert guidance on

product commercialisation. We will discuss a useful advice a month, on a different

step of the  product development process.  

 For this issue, we will get useful tips on Going-To-Market.

GO TO MARKET STRATEGY
Not as mysterious as it seems

We always stressed that a proper Go-to-Market strategy for healthcare involves the integration of

the 5 key elements:

1. Market Segment

2. Reimbursement

3. Regulatory Pathway

4. Intellectual Property

5. Clinical Activities

A Go-to-market strategy follows the same methodology as the ‘path of least resistance’

“Resistance” – defined as the summation of:

- Time

- Cost (including opportunity cost)

- Organisational effort

Many Go-to-Market strategies fail because of the lack of integrated considerations of all factors

involved. For example:

Change in intended clinical workflow -> Change in intended use -> change in device classification -

> change in regulatory pathway

Change in intended use -> change in market segment -> change in reimbursement

Change in technology -> change in IP filing strategy -> change in market segment, device

classification -> change in regulatory strategy 

So, although its not as straightforward, as long as there is the right expertise who has the

comprehensive skillset and not a "tunnel-vision" approach, there can be a reasonable chance

you'd get a predictable answer.

Missed our product commercialisation advice from the last

issues? CLICK HERE.
Concept I Prototype I QMS I Design and Development I Ready for manufacture

If you have more questions on the topics share, just reach out to us.

I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

30 Years of High Quality Medical Packaging and Sterilization Products

GS Medical Packaging Inc. has been in medical packaging and sterilization product industry for

close to 30 years. It is a well established medical packaging manufacturer, specialized in a wide

variety of high quality sterilization packaging, medical packaging and infection control products.

 You now can explore a potential partnership with GS Medical Packaging or search more company

information -through a NO-cost, low-risk method for sourcing channels and new partners -

Partners' Portal. Sign up now and explore your possibilities

   

WE TAKE YOUR FEEDBACK. 

We have prepared a short survey for the newsletter. This survey can help us improve our future

releases with regards to content, relevance and design - to enhance the reading experience for

you.

 Every opinion matters so don't forget to click the link below to answer the survey.

TAKE ME TO THE SURVEY

   

Access-2-Healthcare helps medical technology companies gain market entry in various countries.

Learn more about us through our Slideshare and our our website

MISSED OUR LAST ISSUE?
In our past issues, we have tackled about the top regulatory news that affect the healthcare

industry worldwide: MDSAP, ISO13485: 2016, IMDRF AE Codes and EU MDR/IVDR to name a

few. Click to view the MARCH 2018 newsletter.
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